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FREE-EXPANSION EXPERIMENTS AND MODELING IN DETONATION:
CHEMISTRY AND HYDRODYNAMICS ON A LABORATORY SCALE

N. Roy Grelner and Norrnand Blals

Chomlcal and Laser Sciences Dlvlsion
Los Alamos Nallonal Laboratory

Lo% Alamos, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION

Laboratory-scale (25-50 mg) detonations of PETN, RDX, HNS, and TNT have
been earned out in a high-vacuum chamber, and collisionless molecular beams
of the freely expanding detonation products have been analyzed as a fut~cfion of
timg with a mass spectrometer, Concurrently, time-sequenced schheren and
shadowgraph images of the Initial expansion of the product plume are recorded
using a pulsed laser tor illumlnahon, These data tie the chemisl, y and
hydrodynamics of the detonation event together. The resdts, interpreted with the
ald 01 a computer model, wggest that this experiment freezes the chemical
reachons of detonation by rapid adlabatlc cooling and provides a continuum of
samples m the molecular beam, representing the sequence of reactions in the
deionahng char~e. With a suitable model of the expansion hydrodynamics, the
hydrodynamic histories of a sequence r f volume elements can be associated
with their frozen chemistries, We expect experiments like this to provide a test for
molecular models of detonation,

Chemical reacflons drive detnnatlon through
several measurable processes, Among these are
shock (hot-spot) Inlliallon, run. !o-delona[lon, reaction
zone cht’mlstry, and reachons during product expan-
sion Insofar as these processes are measurable, they
deviate from the assumption of Inslant equihbrium and
affecl the process of detonation, Yet, we know almost
no details of these ImpUPant chemical processes,
which, wlfh hvdrcdynamlcs, form the basis of delona-
Ilon science and englneenng, Atfhough molecular
quantum mechanics is mnking contributions to low-
pressure combushon science, ;I rbes not assist
effeclweiy in undorst~ndlng c’etonallon because the
molecular detail necessary to test and challenge
theory under detonation condlflons (up fo 106 alm anu
5000 K) IS Iacklng from detonatlorl experiments. The
work we describe here provldas a look al detonation
processes In the moiecular detail necessary to hnk
molecular quantum mechanics to detonation science
Further development and modeling of these experl.
ments nppear to have potenllel as a laboratory-scale
fesl for high explosives lhat simultaneously measures
several aspects of sensltwi!y, performance, and them
islry Numerous pubhcatlons of Ihls work have already
appeared,l 6 This paper WIII be an o~ervlew of the
rnnln features of the progress made to date

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have reponed some experimental data
idenlifyin the major reaction produm of some corn.

%mon soli exploswes, such as HNS,’ PETN,4 and
RDX.5 Here WC+reporf addlliunal data on these
exploswes and new data on TNT. Almost all of the
studies were conducted with laboralo~-scale explo.
sive charges of 25-50 mg, and all were reasonably
“pure- delonator.grade explosives without plastlc
binders. They were detonated In a vacuum chamber

\
usm only slappers, except for TNT, which required a
PET booster charge of about 10 mg, The apparatus
used to make the measurements has been described
previously in some dotall,14 but briefly can b~
described as a vacuum chamber with dlmensio:ls and
operating conditions that permit Ihe free expansion of
lho detonation products to occur without any collisions
other than intermolecular colhslons between Ihcr ~rod -
ucfs themselves, That is, this method samples the
detonation products without reshock, A sklmrner
admifs a colllslonlesc molecular beam of Ihe expand-
ing products to a mt. ss spectrometer where the abum
dance of a chosen molecular mass IS measured as a
[unction Of time By interpreting our experimental datn
with cornputur models, wa find tha! some of the prod
ucts ‘we observe represenl condlllons lhal occurred
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less than a fraction of a microsecond after the detona-
tion wave passed through the explosive charge. For
some explosives = ch as T*JT and HNS, these
products are prObably characterktic of the reaction
zone conditions.

Figure 1 shows composite time-inte rated
ispectra from the explosives PETN, RDX, H S, and

TNT. The most striking characteristic of these spectra
is that, in all four cases, they differ enormously from the
spectra expected from complete reaction of the explo.
sive. For example, Figure 2 shows the reconstructed
spectra of the products observed in a detona!,on
calorimeter from these same explosives.7 The
calorimeter detonations were confined inside a gold
pipe, so those producis expanded slowly arm are
believed to re rese~t typical detonation products

Pquenched by reeze-out irl the vicinity of 2300 K. On
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the other hand, the free-expansion spectra presented
here show many more components and a markedly
different distribution of the expectea equilibrium
products, H20, C02, CO, and Hz. A possible ex@ana-
tion is that ?he free expansions are much more rapid
(see Modeling), freezing out a variety of reaction
intermediates from incomplete reactions. These
intermediates might be stable molecules or even free
radicals, It is starlhng to note that the explosives
appear to detonate, but the products obsewed are not
the expected final pfoducts. If this IS true, a process
closely resembling detonation can occur without the
expected cormplete reaction! Mechanisms of deto!]a-
tiorrat the molecular level will have to take into account
results like these.

Other comparisons are aiso interesting. HNS
and TNT are oxygen-poor explosives that produce lots
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FIGURE 2 RECONSTRUCTEDSPECTRAOF THE DETONATIONPRODUCTSOBSERVEDFROM SLOW UUENCHINGIN A DETONATION
CALORII.!ETEI+7 THE PRCIDUCTSME APPROXIMATELYTHE DISTRIBUTIONEXPECTEDFROMlHE BKW EQUATIONOF STAT[. AN[l A
FREEZE-OUT TEMPERATUREOf 2000-2500 K.

of soot (n the producfs,7~ whereas PETN and RDX
have a higher ox gen balance. It IS evident that the

~oxygen-poor ex osives have spectra that are similar
to each other, imilarly, RDX and PETN have spectra
that are much alike but differ considerably from (he two
cxygen.poor explosives, There were no significant
product intensities at masses larger than 60 mass
units, where some effort was made to find larger clus-
ters of soot or mass peaks of unburtled explosives.

extended reaction zones, we see evidence of charge-
size effects, These studies are still In pro~ress,

Time-resolved schlieren and shadowgraph
images of the first 35 mm of the detonation product
expa,wion have been recorded ~or several of !t-,~
explOW/i3s, These data Sive a useful view of the Inltlal
stage:; of the expansion dynamics, such as proflltis of
expansion-front velocity and density, which can be
compared with schlieren images derwed fro,n our
computer model described below,39 These t,me
resolved images are closely related to the product
equabon of st~te, the detonation velocity, and the
progression of the detonation front through the expto-
sive pellet Some information about slow chemmol
processes, such os soot formation, may b~ obtainable

We are also examining the effects of charge size
on the intensity of the product dlstributton Prellmlna

Tresults indicate that, for a material like PE1’N, the pro -
ucf spectrum does not change over the range of sizes
stud~ecf, as long as a clear ind~cation of detonat~on is
present, For other expkmves, presumably with more

... . . . -. - .,. .. -+. .. . . .
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by comparing simultaneous schhererl and shadow-
graph images of the expanding charge.

MODELING

A CCJmmOn question is whe[iler the small
charges we study, particularly of the less sensitive
explosives, are really detonating. The schlleren and
shadowgraph photography and the modeling of the
early expansion now give us independent information
to assess whether they are detonatlnq or not. The
images for F’E-fN, RDX, and HNS indicate thai the
early rapid acceleration of the products, the product
velocities, and the product density profiles are as
expected f:~m detonations, and the experimental
images agree with images comrwted with the KIVA
code using the equation of sta!e (BKW) of ttto expected
detonation productsa The expansion-front velocity
profiles computed by KIVA also match the velocities
observej experimentally. Under free-expansion
conditions, the ex ansion front is expected to have a

Kvelocity equal to t +3local particle velocity plus the
sound velocity in the medium if gamma is equal to 3,
as it is, approximately, for many explosives of interest
The expansion front velocity under these conditions IS
also equal to the detonation velocity, a fundamental
performance parameter for an exploswe, Further work
on this result is being done to exiend this concept to
condmons where gamma may differ from 3

The molecular density as a function of arrival
timo measured at the mass filter also agrefrs qwle well
in several respects with KIVA computations. A density-
v~.time cu~e is recorded for each mass, then a time.
resoh ecl spectrum is obtained by plotting density .vs-
rnass far each 10 ps time interval (Figures 3 and 4).
The cornoosmon recorded for each 10-MS time period
corresponds to a parflcular volume element on the 3XIS
of the charge, identifiable by the h drodynamlc model

{and the equahon of state used In t e KIVA calculation
A mass spectrum of the material comln~ from each
volume element can then be constructed by assem.
blmg the mass fltfer data for tho corresponding tlrne
period from individual shots with tho filter tuned for
each mass in the spectrum A hydrodynamic history

1
density, temperature, and othw propemos vs time,
-Igure 5) can be computed for each volume element
sampled (appr’oxlmate!y O 02 mm in thd C:large Corre
spends to the 1O-VS sampling time at the mass
spectrometer) so that the time. soqijonced chamral
analy:,es associated with that voblme element can be
interpreted klneflcally, The chc+mlcal data (I_lgures 3
and 4) can then he used to test rewfilon mecimnlsl~ls

and rate parameters derwed frcm quantum rnechanml
reaction dynamics calcuiatlorls

dhfuslon modell” can be incorporated Into KIVA to

?
we estimates of tt, e progress of that process as a

unctton of time and position in the charge The
schlleren and shadowgraph images recorded for HNS
detonahons appear to gwe evidence for solid parocle
formation early in the product expansion. After a small
amount of expansion, PETN and RDX become and
remain transparent to the laser hght used to record the
shadowgraph images, but, in the case of HNS, within
abo(Jt a microsecond the prnducf plume again
becomes opaque, suggesting the formation of hght-
scattenng material in the products. The KIVA code IS
being modlfled to compde particle-growth kinetcs
from the SJ model and light scattering by the resulting
pariicles for comparison with the time sequenced
expenrr,ental images

In addition io the interpretation of experimental
results, the modeling wi’h KIVA is bwng used to refine
experimental conflgurahons and to design improved
aPparatus and instrumentation,

CONCLUSIONS

These resultsi are reveahng the details of a new
chemical dimension in detonation science, Experi-
ments with real, not surrogate, explosives are provid-
ing provocative new data on the basic chemical
processes underlying sensltwity and reactlwty In high
sxploswes. It is expected that this database will
provide a robust test for molecular quantum mechani-
cal models of bonding and reaction dynamics in
explosives Additionally, these experiments hold
promise for elucidating the interaction of chemical and
physical effects, such as in the tribochemical pro-
cesses believed to be the basis of hot-spot initiation of
detonation by shock and impact Finally, these
experiments and !he associated modehng appear to
gwe us a prototype laboratory-scale test that hnks
quenched detc nation chemistry with shock sonsltwlty
and a rudimentary measure of delonallon pedor-
mance,
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CORRESPONDSTO0,02 MM IN THECHARGE,AND THISNUMBERDIVIDEDBY THE DETCX4ATION#CLOCIW OF 8 MW@ GIVES A TIML
RE.SOI UTKJN of 25 NS IN “;HEDETONA1ING CHARGE. THE PETN PRODUCTWAVEARRWINCiAT THE MASS SPECTROM-ETER PEAKS
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FIGuRE 5. HYDRODYNAMIC HISTORY CALCULATED BY I(IVA
FOR cm (1,20)oF A 3-MM-DIAM x 3-MM-HIGH CHARGE
OF PETNWITHAN lNITIAl DENSIW OF 1.67 G CM-3. THIS
CELLIS ONTHECHARGE-SKIMMERAXISANDIS THE FIRST
IAYER (0.15 MMTHICK) TO EXPANDlNl@ THE VACUUM,
UNITSOFTHE PARAMETERSARE CM-G-SEC-K UNITS,
D = DENSIW, P = PRESSURE,D2 = MEANDIFFUSION
DISTANCE,T = TEMPERATURE,MFP = MEANFREE PATH,
TBIM = REACTION TIME FOR A BIMOLECULAR REACTION

(A= 10’2 CM3 MOL” S“l AND E = ‘IO 000 CM MOL.1), TuNl =
REACTION TIME ~OR A UN IMOLECUL4R REACTION (A = 1016
s-1 AND E = 4t) 000 CAL MOL”l), THE PARTIAL LINE CUTTING

T~E LAST TWO CURVES INDICATES THE POlr41 OF
OUENCHING.
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